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Title of Walk Miserat summit de Adsubia

Location of Start Adsubia

Key Statistics for walk - Distance in km 16

Key Statistics for walk - Ascent in m 800

Key Statistics for walk - Walking time and 
total completion time including any stops

4hrs12mins
5hrs45mins

Key Statistics for walk - Grade (using CBMW 
system)

VS/B

Grid reference of start point (if known) Lat:-  38.848315,Long:-   -0.152006

Directions to Start Take the CV700 From Pego to Adsubia. Proceed 
through the village, turn L at Bar La Moleta, then R at 
T junction and park where convenient

Short walk description An interesting route mainly over tracks and paths (with
a little on quiet country roads) and some “off piste”, 
but not scratchy, to the summit

Full Walk Description Elapsed 
Walking 
Time/Distance 
so far

With bar La Moleta on your LHS go down to the T junction and turn R. Continue for 
approx. 130m and turn first L. Proceed uphill to cross roads with steps and a cross on 
the RH side and take the R fork a few metres ahead(signed to “Asmaites”)

Proceed down this road to the first turning on the L which you take.(A)(9mins, 0.79km)

Follow this road, occasionally marked G/W that, after a short distance (150m) slowly 
swings to the R and follows the line of a barranco on your LHS. The road then ends and 
becomes a track (9mins, 0.73km)

After 10m go L at a fork, cross over the barranco (track now concrete covered) and 
continue to a path on the L signed “Asmaites”(B) (2mins, 0.28km)

Proceed up this path, bear R at fork (km 2.06) and up to a track.(C) (11mins, 0.60km)

Proceed over this track and continue up this path to a track and turn L.(D) 11mins, 
0.58km)

9mins, 0.79km

18min, 1.52km

20mins, 1.80km

31mins, 2.40km

42mins, 2.98km
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Proceed to end of track and turn L onto a G/W marked path (5mins, 0.42km)

Continue to road and turn R (F)(7mins, 0.34km)

Proceed to T junction (G) (km4.10) and turn R. Continue, past a track on your LHS 
signed “Ebo etc.” and continue on this road to where a path, marked Y/W joins from the 
RHS.(H) (16mins, 1.23km)

Turn R onto this path (signed “Castell Gallinera”) and immediately turn L, before the 
chain across the track, “off piste” onto the mountainside and up to the ridge. Continue 
along the ridge, keeping slightly to the RHS, under the overhead power cables and 
slowly swing to the L following animal tracks on up to the summit of Miserat with its 
antenna and fire-watch station(K)  (38mins, 1.57km)

Descend down the road to the col.(L) (13mins, 1,00km)

Turn R and take the first track to the R. (km7.96)(M) Proceed down this track for 
approx.300m and turn L onto a path.(N) Go down this path, past a ruin and house on 
your LHS to a stout post at a junction of paths and go sharp R to a mozarabic trail 
descending to the R ((15mins, 1.10km)

Go down this stunning trail to a track and turn R.(P) (20mins, 0.94km)

Go L at fork, past a house on the RHS (track now concrete surfaced for a while) and turn
R at junction. (7mins, 0.47km)

Proceed past Villa Ratero on RHS,past a ramshackle material covered garage (if it’s still 
there!) L down at fork and continue to where a path/water channel joins on the L. (track
ends a short distance ahead) (9mins, 0.64km)

Take this path down for a few metres, go L, past a tree immediately on your LHS then R 
at the next tree down to next level then straight over onto a path through the 
undergrowth to a track where you turn R.(R) (1min, 0.07km)

Press on under Castell de Gallinera around end and R going up at fork (km10.91) to 
where a path joins from the L.(S) (24mins, 1.73km)

Turn L onto this path, signed “Adsubia”, and straight on.(ignore path to R after 2metres) 
Continue on this path for some way, past a building on RHS and straight on a track down
to another track where you turn L.(T) (19mins, 1.13km)

Bear L at a junction (km14.15) Go past a reservoir and go L at T junction. (18mins, 
1.42km)

Back to cars (18mins, 1.39km)

47mins, 3.40km

54mins, 3.74km

1hr10min,4.97km

1hr48min,6.54km

2hr1min, 7.54km

2hr16min,8.64km

2hr36min,9.58km

2hr43min,10.05k

2hr52min,10.69k

2hr53min,10.76k

3hr17min,12.49k

3hr36min,13.62k
 

3hr54min,15.04k

4hr12min,16.43k

Walk Recommendations or restrictions None



Route followed is indicated with marked letters


